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Fiona graduated in textiles from the Winchester School of Art, 
her distinctive style emanates boldness, vibrancy and atmosphere.

 Based in her studio in the Scottish Highlands, her unmistakable
personal landscapes capture the uncompromising essence of the

North.
 These expressive images have been beautifully translated onto 

 luxury giftware ranges for the home.
 

Made in the UK  

 

 



 Highland Crofts
(range 1)  

six designs 
two sizes

 30 x 30cm
50 x 50cm

Canvas Prints

High quality durable UV
canvas print on heavyweight

380gsm.
Acid-free and primed 
100% cotton canvas,

pre-stretched over quality
profiled frames with no side

staples.
 





 Our cards are printed using paper from
managed forests on

350gsm heavyweight silk board which is
Forest Stewardship Council Certified.

Artist Card 
set of six designs   

 Highland Crofts  
(range 1) 



  Mug Set 
Box of 36
choose 

6 or 12 designs

 Art Cushion
 (cover only, allowing you to choose

your preferred inner) 

 
'Trees for the future'

ensures a tree is planted with every cushion order.  

  Vegan suede
Machine-washable

Woven label
Charcoal back
Concealed Zip 

Low minimum order
Standard 43 x 43cm

Bright and glossy
colours  printed right to

the top and bottom,
giving your mug, much

more significant impact.







Imagery of croft houses is derived from Fiona's visits to her Highland home whilst studying
at Winchester School of Art



Fiona's award winning,
original paintings 

are at the root of every
design range.  



Land and Shore
(range 2) 

Canvas Prints

six designs
 two sizes

 
30 x 30cm
50 x 50cm



Three Beaches



 Our cards are printed using paper from
managed forests on

350gsm heavyweight silk board which is
Forest Stewardship Council certified.

Artist Card Set 

 Land and Shore
(range 2) 



  Vegan suede
Machine-washable

Woven label
Charcoal back
Concealed Zip 

Low minimum order
Standard 43 x 43cm

  Mug Set 

Box of 36
choose 

6 or 12 designs

Bright and glossy
colours printed

right to the top and
bottom, giving your
mug, much more
significant impact.

 
'Trees for the future'

ensures a tree is planted with every cushion order.  

Affric Glow

Three Beaches

Intensity

Blue Grass Machair Mix 

Flaming Reeds 

 Art Cushion
 (cover only, allowing you to

choose your preferred inner) 



Land and Shore 
 

six designs available across all products
 

including luxury silk scarves 
www.fionamatheson.com



Affric Glow
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